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Many deUve I r Rob Sumner/Photo Edi/orry peop e rom area restaurants gain dorm access wlth th .
own codes. err
So that's how they get in:
Local eateries have own
personal security codes
Delivery men trade pizzas for access codes
BY AUSTIN JENKINS
The College Voice
Several delivery drivers from
New London eateries have obtained
six-digit Personal Security Codes
(PSC), used to unlock Connecticut
College dorm doors, and are using
them to gain access to dorms when
they deliver on campus, The Col-
lege Voice has discovered.
In at least one instance, a Con-
necticut College student traded his
PSC number for free pizzas.
Also, a member of The College
Voice staff, acting on a tip from a
Domino's Pizza deli very driver. was
buzzed into Hamilton at about 11:30
p.m. on Monday, February 28, by
calling the Campus Safety
Gatehouse claiming to be a
Domino's delivery driver unable to
reach the student who had ordered
the pizza.
James Miner, directorof Campus
Safety, referring to the Gatehouse
allowing delivery drivers intodorms
said "It should not be going on and
I will see that it does not happen
again."
Miner said he was just recently
made aware that delivery drivers
have access codes after receiving
calls from the Voice and the Office
of Residential Life.
"There's no pizza delivery or
grinder delivery company that
should have those numbers that did
not acquire them through the Col-
lege ina legal manner," said Miner.
After being provided two codes
that delivery drivers have used,
Miner said Campus Safety would
conduct some sort of investigation
into the matter, but was short on
details.
"I don't know what I'm going to
do with them [the numbers] yet,"
said Miner.
The Voice leamed that the num-
bers 7788, followed by any two
numbers, serveasaPSC that allows
access to any dorm on campus.
When Miner was told that some
delivery people may be using the
number 778855, he said, "That's
interesting," but wouldn't elabo-
rate. "No.just interesting. That's a
dead issue at this point."
In interviews over the last three
weeks with employees and manag-
ers from theNew London Domino's,
LA Pizza, and Longo's Deli, most
said the PSC numbers are an added
convenience that save time and in-
crease efficiency.
In the course of reporting this
story, a Voice reporter received a
voice mail message that threatened
bodily harm ifhedidn't stop talking
to delivery drivers.
Domino's driver Louis Caballer
said the codes help him do his job
more efficiently. "It is an advan-
tage, especial! ywhen kids are down
the hall and don't hear the phone,"
he said.
"We're not trying to breach the
security system, we're just trying to
See Delivery, p.6
Ad Fontes
Need-blind admissions under review:
Matthews says modified policy
would diversify student body
BY APRil. <?NDIS "Yield" in admissions describes missionspoJicy asenvisioned in the
News Edt/or the number of applicants accepted StrategicPlan,about I ,000 students
Thecollegeisconsideringamodi_ by the colleg~ who choose to at- would be admitted to the college
fi d d . . tend. Accord.mg to Roberto Ifill, regardless of the individuals' abil-re a rmssions policy which may
put an end to total need-blind ad- ~;~gram ~S1Stant for planning and ity to pay. These 1,000, according
missions, according to members of llece's ean of the college, the to Ifill, would be the Admissions
the Financial Strategic Planning co ege s yield IS curremly around Office's top choice applicants. The
Team. next 800 most acceptable candi-
The. recently released Strategic dates would be discussed in a com-
Plan Identified modifying the mitteemeeting. About 500 of these
college's need-blind admissions students will eventuallybeselected,
policy and introducingameritschol_ but their abil ity to pay will be among
arship program as the best means to the factors considered along with
improving access to the college for their applications. Modifying the
middle-income families. fostering need-blind admissions would bring
greater diversity on campus, and the college to a policy of need-
raisingyield rates on admittedstu- based aid.
dents. "You would still be need-brmd
Claire Matthews, vice president for the maiori.ty of a~\?\ican\.s..but if
for planning and dean of admis- )'ouweretorunouto\mone)'\Qf\nc
stons, said tbere is new a need for g;rout' of s\uden\.S.whose u'Pt'\ku-
change in the college's need-bHnd lions go to Committee. abi\\lY lG
admissionspolicy.' Robertornll., assOC:I=~n 0.":."" pay I¥OUJd ba ~ "oF ~ JOIII~1l S
I considered fin admissionsJ. ••said
"Fora long lime the need-blind college Msuhews.
admissions policy was helping us Ifill said that thenew policy will
meetour qualityanddiversity goals. 30 percent. aid the "emotional middle class."
Butit's not doing enough anymore. "The question we had to ask our- l£i11defined Lhisgroup as families
. We are practicing need-blind, and selves is, 'Why are we getting such that have a yearly income of
yet the yield is falling because a low yield?' And there are many $60,000-$90,000. "People that look
people say they cannot afford to reasons for that. Our reputation is good on paper, but have mortgages,
come here. Tuition rates outstripped one factor. But when you talk to other children in school," and other
their ability to pay even when we parents, [money] is the real prob- financial pressures, said Ifill.
gave them aid. We have to go be- lem," said Ifill. Matthews said if the need-blind
yond that now," said Matthews. Ifill said under the modified ad- Soc Now, p.5
Friedan traces journey from college
student to women's rights leader
Author details similarities between attitudes towards women and the elderly
came pregnant, she was fired from
her job. Friedan related her con-
frontation with her editor lO the
audience. "Iwalked into his office,
See Frieden, p.5
BY YUNG KJM
Features Editor
thought to ask the husband to help,
let alone share. "
After finishing her graduate stud-
ies, Friedan accepted a position as a
newspaper writer. When she be-
Betty Friedan, a highly acclaimed
writer and woman's rights activist.
is a woman who recognized the
flaws in her society and made a
commitment to correct them.
Betty Friedan graduated from
Smith College. When she entered
the work place, she refused to con-
form tothe stereotypical female role.
She rejected the notion that, as a
woman, she was supposed to stay
home and raise children. Friedan
said, "Women were made to feel
guilty if they were to work at all,
because supposedly that would be
neglecting your husband, neglect-
ing your children, castrating your
husband, undermining your own
femininity. She had such a head-
ache about it all. she wasn't even
supposed to notice that she was
getting paid half as much. Every-
thing was her fault, and no one ever
rung KimJF~alUTes Editor
Betty Friedan, author of The Feminine Mystique, addresses the issuesof
feminism and aging in today's society.
,
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CONNThought
What has become of the J-Board?
Jon Finnimore
PUblisher/Editor in Chief (Newspaper)
Christopher Scott Aly McKnight
Associate Publisher Managing Editor
India Hopper
Editor in Chief (CC Review)
Isabelle O'Hara
Editor in Chief (Voice Magazine)
Respectfully committed:
The power is yours
and abilities, and at the same time, t<!give back to th
community in which we live.. e
It is possible to live at Conn for four years and never
realize or take advantage of the resources we have al
our fingertips. We are in a key role. With all of our
privileges and opportunities, we have the tools 10Shape
our college cornrnumty into a VOIceand a model thaI
will help determine thefutu~e of the global comm unity.
We can first use this voice to shape the future of
Connecticut College. Our greatest tool for change is to
come together and form a unified voice. We must
envision necessary changes and then use our voices
hearts, and hands to make these changes happen. '
As the world becomes increasingly attuned 10 the
negative global impact that our current lifestyles have
on the environment, we, as a student body, must
respond by educating ourselves, We can work 10creale
an environmental model at Connecticut College in
which we are aware of our impact on the environmenl
and live in a responsible way. As privileged indiviou.
als, this awareness extends to our impact on ether
human beings. With heightened exposure, we can
begin to understand other cultures, classes, genders,
and other ways of perceiving the world. This all begins
with us taking our education into our own hands. Only
once we all become active participants in shaping the
learning process, can we begin to truly own our educa-
tion.
We have everything we need. Weare in a supportive,
fostering environment---one which encourages and
thrives on change. We are surrounded by opportunities
to bring these changes to life. No one is going to make
these changes for us. It is up to us to use each of our
individual voices to speak out for what we believe in.
We are in a position to shape our future and to take part
in a global transformation. IT IS ALL IN OUR HANDSI
. Come question with us in the Faculty Lounge on the
first floor of Blaustein at 9 pm on Wednesday, March
9th.
YungKim
Class of1997
This latest round of tinkerin& with the administration of
student justice bas only served to create more problems than it
solved. The Assembly YOted last week 10 establish a pilot pro-
gnm for a corps of students to serve as advisors for litigants in
a J-Board hearing. On the surface, there are many logistical
problems with this program, not the Ieasl ofwhich is yet another As a group of students we are frustrated. We are not
threat to confidentjality. frustrated with anyone in particular or anyone Issue.
However. more difficulties exist in the heart of the proposal. We are frustrated that this world is full of greed, hatred,
The idea of a corps of advisors is absolutely antithedcalto the and destruction. We are frustrated that we feel we can
concept oflhe Honor Code. The Code is designed to foster self- affect no immediate change on these problems-they
reliance, and provides for the J-Board to serve as a truth- seem too large to tackle. How do we make millions of
seeking body. people aware of the increasingly fine line we are
Under the new plan, accused or accusing parties who choose walking with the environment? How do we increase
to will meet and discuss the confidential aspects of a case with communication between different races, genders,
individuals who are not even members of the Board. Partici- classes,ethnicities, and other identities? We all need to
pants will receive advice on preparing statements of guilt or understand that the problems mounting around us are
innocence from this group of advisors and also will share ones that will destroy us unless universal solidarity is
information central to the outcomes of their cases. achieved.
This interchange will not take place with the J-Board coord i- Although attacking these problems on a global scale
nator or chair as is stated in all J-Board literature available to is an overwhelming and impossible task, what we can
the student body. do is address the problems on a local scale and make
The coordinator's participation in trials has been said to have our contribution 10 the larger solution. It will take
many small-group efforts from all directions to chisel
a chilling effect on parties seeking advice. The simple solution away at the gross problems that frustrate and anger us.
would have been to remove the coordinator's ~bil,t.Vto deliber-
ate, a power assumed withoutSGA appr?~~I.Asllbr#in~t?th~s ~~:t~mb:: ~:S;~~::a~~ho~:~~:~~:I~:I~~::
no constituency and should n'ot~eJ.illT!ici'p;~~~gi~~.ll~eJl~e~~Ii- that encroach on our small, isolated world here on the
farm. What aspects of Connecticut College need to be
improved, and more importantly, what are we willing
to do to bring about these changes?
Perhaps you feel that classes could be more nurtur-
ing of diverse learning styles. Lecture classes and
traditional linear learning are certainly not entirely
effective in many cases. Perhaps you feel that your
dorm mates do not respect your rights to quiet and
.....•. privacy. Perhaps you feel that racial and gender dis-
crimination is far from remedied on campus. Aware-
ness, understanding and equality are attainable.
It is all in our hands. We have, here at Connecticut
of interest to occur to avoid (rt\\>ediin""iS'io"the.'lh.liiciliti; College, all the tools and resources we need to create
pt'ocess. !\.d\\\ng bu.Teaucrac:y Wi\\ ()n'~ 'lurtb~t' ~'mp\\cate~ not the oQumumlearning and social environment.
Our school is unique in \hat it is based on an honor
1~/'=-:'prt>~~",,~,;th~is~~~~te~'RI~'~~~~~~~~~#~~~;;!~i:Jli"" '::., .i.}:'h. ",,:;.~:: code which permeates every aspect of our lives and. gives us the privilege and responsibility of being heldTHE COLLEGE VOICE accountable for our own actions, and the actions of
those around us. Not only are we given trust and
respect to conduct ourselves in accordance with a
shared philosophy, but we are also given administra-
tive power and our small size allows us to see and feel
the impact of our actions, and to know that we can and
do, make a difference. '
We as students are given a voice in every facet of
carnpus life: and we are surrounded by opportunities to
use this VOIce to further our own personal growth ..
OYCS, for example, enables us to learn through per-
sonal interaction with people of all ages, ethnicities,
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John Candy dies and leaves
legacy of memories and laughs
No matter how much time he was given John Cand I
He became popular because he was fat b h / a ways found ways to make his characters memorable.
calling card, but his ability to tum minorr~Iesut t
e
whasoved because he made people laugh. His weight was his
h h In oc aractersmadehim lege d Sf' .t an ot ers,buttheyallhadthemarkofJohnC d Whether i n ary. omeo hlsroleswereblgger
he had the unique ability to create funny ch an y. ether Itwas with his snide laugh, or his bugged out eyes,
Candy was not the star in many of his ear~lters out of SImple roles.
will forget the dorky Wally World Securit y I m
d
s: but that did not prevent him from stealing the show. Who
d· . Y guar ndIng the roller c I? H .mu pit WIthIwo female wrestlers? Despite be' . oas er. ow can we ever forget Ox In the
C d th . mgInthefilmforagra d tal ffi' .an yas e leader of the Polka band in "Home Alone?" n to 0 Ifteen mmutes, wh9 Will forget
But JUSIwhen we thought we had Ihe man fi d .
as we were ready to categorize him Cand Igure out, he would throw something else into our face. As soon
r '. ,y moved on to show th h ,. .
a per,ormance 10 Oliver Stone's "JFK" thaI was as s " us at e wasn t finished yet. Candy turned In
Attorney to the letter, and left us confused d zed urpnsIng as It was good. He played the slick New Orleans
Candy let it be known that he was more th a. ' and wanting more.
role. He aCled from the heart and shot f anhJusta comedic actor. He was an actor who could play almost any
I d . rom t e hlp He would k I . .en er moment the next. In "Only the La I" '. rna e us augh one minute, then make us feel a
"PI T· ne y we beheved him th . Ianes, rainS, and Automobiles" we felt ~ as e aging police officer looking for love. n
with a heart felt sincerity that let us unders:::7 or the lonely traveling salesman. He portrayed his characlers
TheroleofUncle Buck seemed ta'l ed n someone else's world.
H . lor madeforCand Ue was brash, weIrd, and just acted like f y. ncle Buck was not reall y accepted at first by people.
tried his best, and his genuine effOrlSJ'ust~ogOOd'But he was a warm hearted guy wilh an innocent ignorance. He
anti h' h·ld I' rce peopletolikeh' I hcs, ISC I ike sincerity, and his h 1m. nt eend Uncle Buck was loved forhisfunny
warm ean. So was Candy.
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Viewpoint -==========
Don't missDr
next winter
With the Dean's Term program now a few months behind
us, and elections for next year's Dean's Term Coordinating
Commiuee members coming up soon, it is a good time.for the
coUege community 10reflect on the benefits of the Dean's
Term.
The week-long program, composed of workshops in nego-
tiations, relationships in a multicultural society, and public
speaking,offered,toaU who applied, opportunities for study
in areas not traditionally emphasized at a liberal arts college.
And this was all provided free of charge to the students, staff,
and faculty members of this community.
The Dean's Term is unique in the history of this college, in
the sense that members of the Dean's Term Coordinating
Committee imagined, planned, and developed the entire
project from start to finish.
But the term of the current Committee is nearly over, and
we need students who are willing to volunteer their expcri-
cnce, creativity, and time asCommittee members in planning
next year's program. We need students like yOU.
As a part of the the Dean's Term Coordinating Committee,
you will be involved in choosing seminar instructors, devel-
oping and approving instructors' proposals, constructing and
evaluating Dean's Term applications. and planning and
coordinating Student Life issues.
If you have any interest in becoming a member of the
Dean's Term Coordinating Committee, please leave a mes-
sage with the Dean's Term information line at x2319.
The Committee will hold interviews with any interested
students from 12-5 pm on Saturday, March 12.
The 1993-1994 Dean's
Term Coordinating Committee
Save money and the environment
Professor reinforces conservation in Harris
Iwish 10compliment Mark Lucey, '95, on his ConnThought (Ihe College Voice, February
campus objecLiveis tqpromote collectiveand individnai life Slyles~i~cd toward a susrainablc
earth concept rather than the old frontier idea that resources arc IJmltlcs~.
1t is a crime to waste food when others are starving on the planet. Saving food also saves
the College, and ultimately the student, money and helps to reduce the million dollar shortf~lI
mentioned on the front page of the same issue of the Voice. A total exammauon of one 5
lifestyle is also in order to help save natural rersources, Are lig~ts always turned off .whcn
leaving student rooms and classrooms? Is each one of ~s recycling to t~c max a?nd tryrng to
reduce unnecessary material consumption? Are both Sides of paper being used. And what
about water? .
For those wishing to become more personally involved in not just living on the Earth but
living with the Earth, an environmental checklist of the many ways each of us can help IS
available at the Botany office, New London 206.
It is a crime to waste food when others are starving
on the planet. Saving food saves the College, and
ultimately the student, money and helps to reduce
the million dollar shortfall ... -
22, 1994) Wastfulness in Harris: Our Eyes are bigger than our stomachs. This has been a
problem of continuing concern for the Environmental Model Committee whose overall.---~========---------~Professor William A. NieringDepartment of Botany
,>:;':JIJ~u~:~'~:~-~~::ttiff!JJr~\,:;'.:
~"~'~~~f~~i~~~~'"
!li($Jj'a~(ffUl11rr:mw !d J1s
~~~~Jlrp~.~,~t~~:JPQrm Q
l;;il,:ljrn'ffi .:~l1Hfl ril;J'iJf; fl/Th? "
;,·:~t~:':lJm::t~t:;::::;JJjl,:iJ{J :!+:::/lfIJ ~,Y:::-::~,::~'WJl
"::::"':;:':::;::::::;i::: :):::~:\:A::::,··
- AMANDAAAII
':sOf'o\E"ONE LIT :rASoN IN,o
-mE pORM ~~ I-IE'S DLSGVISED
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A PIZLA ~\
W\-\OA ~~ISI,
PfPPEPoI\l\ ?
HAG HIM
<--..Jl::::.Y\I.10 q.
rapruc by G./hy 1unlcuc
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\ CaSE sn1~IARr #1ACCUSED: tudent A
\CCI.: ER: Campus Safell
CH \RGE: Damage 10 College Property
Code-rage Drinking
that the lock of Student S'sdoor was damaged
D1SCI.:SSJO:>O:A Campus Sarel) om,:,,~ nettced rd Student S told Campus Safety that when he
and he reported tbe damage to the Judiciary Boa. h I k n his door had been damaged,
. b dlsco·..ered that t e oc 0 d
returned to his room after being away e f I ds about the damage and learned that Stu ent
though it still functioned. He questioned his r en
.\ was respcnslble. ther friends were drinking together one night. when
Student A stated thai he and several 0 • edlhedoorinjestConsequently,hedamaged
Student A found that Student S was not in, he as b: d . t d d to inform Student S of what had
the knob and lock. Student A said that he was a In en e
happened and 10offer to pay for Ihe damage. t d Underage Drinking, 8-0
DECIS'O~': GuUty of Damage to College Proper ya; and befn drunk at tbe time. Student A
REASON: Studenl A admllted 10 causing tbe damag g
Is under tbe legal drJnkJng age. d d that Student A receive a letter of censure
RECOMMENDATION: Tbe Board recommen e ..•.
~- 10 the donr 8-0 . ... h
and that be pay lor the uamages ';, II r the door was sumclen~ becauSe' t e,';
REASON: The Board belleyed that compensa on 0 >" ~\ " , ,,: ,'", ., ':')~
Inddentwasaccidental. ,." .,'z'
ATTENDANCE: All members were present.
CASE SlIMMARY#2
ACCUSED: Studenl A and Student II
ACCUSER:
CHARGJl:
\
!
CASE SlIMMA RY IS
ACCUSED: Student A
ACCUSER: Dining Services
CHARGE: Failure 10 comply witb a college official
DISCUSSION: Student A used an InvalidIDallhedlnlng ball. He immedlalelylook tt back from
the hand of the dining services employee and put through a valid ID instead. The employee then
told Student A that.he had to confiscate the old ID but Student A refused. After dinner Student
A was approached by a supervisor and asked to speak about the incident. Student A again
refused.
DECISIO:-': Guilty 8.0
REASON: Student A admitted that the card was invalid. According to College regUlations
March 8. /994 The Collea:e Voice Page 5
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New Policy seeks to appeal to "emotional middle class"
Under new system, ability to pay tuition would be consideration in admissions process
Continued from p.l
policy is not modified, the student
body will eventually become polar-
ized. "If we do not change, in the
future we will only have two kinds
of students at Connecticut College
- and they will be rich and poor."
"I think if that were the case,
stonger students, who want to be in
a diverse student body, will not
apply here, and so the students who
do apply will not be the highest
quality students," said Matthews.
Matthews continued, "What will
happen [under a modified admis-
sions policy) is that we will be able
10 target our resources to bring in a
higher quality, more diverse stu-
dent body than we've been able to
have before."
"The yield has gone down on
fam il ies who apply for aid and don't
get it, or don't get as much as they
think they need. We're losing the
middle class," said Matthews.
According to Matthews, one of
the problems with continuing a
policy of need-blind admissions is
that the budget is under such stress
that it is now unable to fund middle-
income students. "If we were to
take more of the budget to fund
middle-income students. we would
have to raise tuition, cut more staff,
or cut academic programs," said
Matthews. "And that would not be
serving well the students we've al-
ready enrolled."
"If we keep letting tuition pay for
financial aid, the full-payers will
stop coming here because they
would find the cost prohibitive,"
said Matthews.
"Under [a modified admissions
plan), we would extend the defini-
tion of need, so that more people
who feel they need aid will get it,"
said Matthews.
"Need-blind just controls whether
the Admissions Committee knows
how much a family can afford when
the Committee reviews applications.
But people seem to think of need-
blind in terms of deciding how you
determine need, and once you de-
termine that, deciding how you will
meet it. It's become a value in and
of itself," said Matthews.
Ifill echoed Matthews' com-
ments, saying, "Need-blind has be-
come a totem for ensuring diver-
sity."
Matthews admitted that many
people may feel that ending a policy
of need-blind admissions will make
the admissions process less equi-
table, she sees a modified policy as
a means of making admissions even
more accessible to students of di-
verse backgrounds.
"We will be making it possible
for students from all socio-economic
levels to come to Connecticut Col-
lege. We want to be able to have a
truly. diverse student body ... and
make it affordable enough for the
college to supportco-curricularpro-
grams," said Matthews.
While many members of the Fi-
nancial Planning team have spoken
of modifications in the need-blind
policy as a means of saving money.
Lynn Brooks. vice president for fi-
nance, said that there is also a finan-
cial risk in implementing a system
nfvneed-aware" aid that uses a large
amount of merit scholarships.
"I'm not sure that you can ac-
complish the goals of increasing
diversity and access [for poorer
families) to the college, as well as
financial stability and strength, for
any length of time with rnerit schol-
arships without getting into the same
problems as before," said Brooks.
Brooks added, "What I am sure
of is that the current system is not
doing what it should."
AtS9 million a year, financial aid
is one of the most costly items in the
college's budget, according to
Brooks. "Financial aid is a dynamic
in the budget that drives some of
our pressure." Brooks said that other
such pressures come from invest-
ments in the faculty, including,
funds to increase faculty salaries in
order to close the gaps between
salaries here and at other institu-
tions, funds to support sabbaticals,
and funds to support 3:2 teaching
loads.
Ifill said that the current financial
aid policy does not ensure the qual-
ity of a class.
"If we look at financial aid as an
investment in the quality of the stu-
dent body, and we ask, 'Are we
achieving that quality?' we have to
say, 'No we are not,": said Ifill.
Ifill described the plan as a means
of "mak[ing) sure that we improve
yield, and don't invest most of the
financial aid money on people who
come off the waiting list."
For the tnird percentile students,
or those whose applications went to
committee after the first 1,000 stu-
dents were adrnUted, the college
will still award financial aid. But,
according to members of the Finan-
cial Strategic Planning Team, the
aid will come from a limited pool of
funds, said Ifill.
Under the Strategic Plan, merit
THEAM~~
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Please send information on the followung School of Public Affa,rs programs: :
o Political Science M.A. 0 Ph.D. programs: Public Administra-'
o Public Administration M.P.A. tion, Political Science, and Justice
o Justice M.S. 0 ).D./M.S. in Justice
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City/State Zip Code _
Your Current &hool _
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4400 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016·8022
scholarships would be awarded to '
students on the basis of their aca-
demic achievements.
According to Ifill, this is a means
of giving students with stronger
applications, students who often
decide to attend another college in
Connecticut's peer group because
it may have a better reputation, an-
other reason to choose to th is col-
lege.
Matthews believes that although
the Strategic Plan mentions a plan
for modifying the need-blind policy,
thecollege is interested in receiving
community input towards making a
final decision,
"The new system will come into
being as a result of conversations
that we'll be having this semester,"
said Matthews.
"While I think the college should
stay open to the ideaofmeritschol-
arships, I would like to see whether
we can achieve our quality and di-
versity goals by extending the defi-
nition of need. without using merit
scholarships. It's a social justice
issue, because using merit scholar-
ships would be giving money to
people who already have enough,"
said Matthews.
Please recycle ",.-+
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Friedan says aged are
not in "terminal decline"
Continued from p.l
isn't fair. lust because I'm pregnant
I'm getting fired?' Then he just
said, 'Well, it's your fault for get-
ting pregnant.'''
Friedan said it was then that she
realized that America had to change.
Friedan said, "I got this sense of a
massive frustration seeping out ot
the idyUic A.merican suburban
woman."
Al the same time. said Friedan.
many men were asking, "'What's
wrong with We American woman
today?' They all started saying,
'Education! Education is making
them frustrated.'''
" I valued my Smith education.
No one was going to tell me that I
was a frustrated person because I
was educated," said Friedan.
To better understand the situa-
tion,Fricdan took a survey of Ameri-
can women.
Friedan said, "What emerged was
a sense that maybe education did
make woman a little frustrated. But
maybe what was wrong was not the
education, but all those women out
there that were just looking."
Friedan's effort to get her ideas
published proved futile however.
She sent her story to magazines
only to have them rejected. Friedan
said, "The Redbook editor said to
my agent, 'Well Betty, what is this
stuff! .,. Only the most neurotic
woman would identify to this."
After her inability to get hcrstory
published in magazines, Friedan
realized that she wou Id have to write
her own book. Said Friedan, "After
every time I gotrejcctcd, I went out
and interviewed more people, so
that I would know that I wasn't just
grumbling about over-educated
Smith graduates. I realized that it
would never get printed in women's
magazines, because it somehow
challenged their very function. It
challenged the very function of our
world,"
In 1963, Belty Friedan got The
Feminine Mystique published. The
book challenged the very ideals of
gender relations in the United States,
and remains to this day one of the
most important books of the cen-
tury. Author Alvin Tofflcr rcfcrrcd
to the work as, "The book that
pulled the triggccon history."
Frredan founded the National
Organization for Women, and re-
cently 'Published her fourth book,
The Fountain of Age.
"ln her new book, Pnedan de-
la\\ed her ideas about age" and
society's respoose \0 ag\ng. P>-..\ \ne
heart of her phi1osophy is a rejcc-
lion ofLhc idea IhaL asonCDg'CS, one
goes into terminal decline.
Friedan said ttuu egc is not some-
thing [hal should be feared or
dreaded. She believes age is some-
thing people should embrace, not
seek to disguise. Friedan said that
while the elderly may lose some
ability to remember specifics, their
ability to sec "the whole picture"
improves as a rcsultofthe wisdom
that stems from experience. "It is
so wrong to try to force [old] people
out of their jobs, and not try to usc
their experience," said Pricdan.
For that reason, said Fricdan,
elderly people should not be ex-
peered to separate themselves from
the restor society. "It is so wrong to
try to sell old people these ghettos,
these walled communities," said
Friedan.
Friedan said, "You may say, 'I'm
70, but I'm really 17.' Well, your
not! And if you were, I would feci
sorry for you. You can have your
face lilted five times to make you
look young-well it doesn't. It
makes you look like a mummy."
Friedan said, "When you persist
in wearing that mask of youth, you
dcny the opportunities of your own
education."
Friedan said that a major change
is in store for the elderly. S he feels
that. as a result of a social move-
ment in the near future, the elderly
will be perceived in a total Iy differ-
ent way.
Said Friedan, "The Baby
Boomers, they are heading for their
50th birthdays. Thcy made the new
music, they made the new values.
They will make the new music, the
new values. It maybejust in time to
save our society from terminal de-
cline."
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Campus security: •
Delivery men use acqUl~ed
codes to insure fast S.~E!!£~uod "
of residential life remembers a few The student Sal . d id "What I would
Co",",uedfromp.J. ... a oafemal~studentatLehigh next day he had made a mistake W:, sa, Conn student
provide the best delivery service, years g d red after a didn't ever claim his free Pizzas. I say LOa . d ~S:=f:::====~::;'"
said a Domino's Pizza driver who University was mur e . never took advantage of the pizzas ISmypeoplearescreene '.,
asked [0 be identified only as Greg. dorm door was propped for a pizza because I was angry at myself. It before being hired, In th;s eo Ie
When asked why Campus Safety de!:~ery person'g 10scare anyone, was pretty dumb of me," he admit- economYflhav,~~I~t~::d~ aisohas not been aware of the fact that I m not tryin . to pick rom. u , ,
delivery drivers have the access but students need ~o take it ~~~~; tedBut,healso thinks it isnot hard to said, "Lock y~~r door, the world s
codes, Miner said, "You try to be nty]csenoUSlY,t~a;;t:~:en't." get into the dorms. "It seems like a rough Place"
d
h does not look
aware of everything that happens that onms rso a , it's pretty easy for the average Cloudas Sal e. . no
around you but I think the fact that said Goodwin. .' schmuck with a lillie initiative to forward to the day his drivers
pizza people are here so often that She added, "My concern ISthat It get into the dorms" the student longer have PSC codes because he
't'sk'ndoflikeputtingyourshirton gives delivery drivers free access to id ' may have to hire a new driver to
I I . h d t four hours a day sal. I .
in themorning, you know youJust t e orms [wen y- " 'Karin Weaver, housefellow of make up~or ost urne, .
don't think about it as much as you seven days a week. . b f P k said she was distressed at the According to C1oudas, It takes
"We need LOdo a better JO 0 ar , dri ith ~=========='"should." . . r thoughlOfstudentsseJlingtheirPSC one rver WI ~
Miner said the phone access sys- informing students of the dange. s to delivery drivers. six deliveries on 'Students ought to
[em is designed to provide security. and ask them for cooperabeuon~n "I think it's somewhat distress- campus and a
. . .. . my reporungknownPINnum rs. e .. SC ber ti , ate in"The Intent for putting It 10, 10 I de ing I understand their mouves but P num par ICIP. . fi . I ~ ity should also send etters to area -. . .:, t
oprruon, was de mite y or secun. I .. that if I think whomever is doing It isn t about twen y keeping the dorms" livery places exp airung th' nd
purposes. " odes to gain thinking of their security and e minutes rou -
Miner'scommentsruncounterto they re found ~smgthc th '11 securityofthepeopleintheirdonn. trip. Without the safe. They shouldn't
ad b SanA ell access to buildings en ey WI . l'starementsrn e y tew ng, . '." said If delivery men have the code then .code he estimates
whowasdirectorofCampusSafety be con~Jdered trespassmg, we don't know who else has the the samejob will expect Campus
at the time the access system was Goodwin, code," said Weaver. take thirty-five .
Before the access sys- Safety to be a fulI-
tern was installed, the Junior Angela Troth said, "If I minutes. .
PSC was referred 10as a thought the security system was "I hope It time babysitter.'
Personal Identification fully effective, then it would worry doesn't come
Number.pr PIN, a term me,butlthinkanyonewhowantsto down 10not hav- -the mother of a Conn
many community mem- get onto campus and into dorms ing an ~ccess College student
hers still use. could if they wanted 10." code ... It may
But students and de- Junior Jessica Friedman said she mean we can't
\iverj driven ali\te said thinks the system is weak. reg~- g~t.ee thirt~- •• .
the phone access system less ofwhether or not delivery dnv,- fivemmute d~ltvery. saIdCloudas.
is not a good security ershavePSCnumbers. The code Cloudas says he's
system. Caballer from "It's a faulty system in.lhat yOUT known for two years. and the one
D,!mino's said, "Every- long-distance code and your PIN his drivers have been using, is
one who delivers up here number are the same, making it 080831, but he doesn 'tknow where
has a code, the LA Pizza easy for someone to look over your they got it. "Idon'tknowwhofound
guys,everyone."Hesug- shoulder and make note of your out the code," Said Cloudas.
gested a magnetic card number and then use it for long- Greg,aDomino'semployee, said
system would be more safe. distancecalls,"explainedFriedman. ifthecodesaredeactiv~ted<!elivery
ThomaS Makofske, director of When asked to address the con- time may be slowed. "We'll deal
computing and information ser- cern of students on campus, LA without [codes], but it will slow
vices. said the "card sWIpe" system
was considered. but recalls thatsys-
tern being significantly more ex-
pensive than the phone access sys-
tem.
The current system was installed
in 1991 at a cost of $200,000.
Martin Cloudas, owner and man-
ager of the New London LA Pizza
explained, "Probably the biggest
advantage is quickness. We can gel
in the dorm and up to the rooms
quicker. The code helps us perform
our job eXpeditiously."
A housefellow who asked not to
be identified, spoke for many stu-
dents when she said, "Basically, I
think it'S a problem. Those PIN
numbers are designed to allow stu-
dents entry to buildings, but deliv-
ery people ought not have unlim-
ited access 10the dorms."
Senior Mark Slidell, housefellow
of Morris son, said he had not given
much thought much to the issue.
"I guess it is a potential problem.
ThewholereasonwehavePINnum-
bers is to prevent people who don't
go here or work here from getting
into the buildings," said Slidell.
One student who traded his PSC
for pizzas said he was not trying LO
make the dorms unsafe. "I think I
just thought, what the heck, it's just
a campus pizza man," said the stu-
dent who asked to remain anony-
mous.
'My main concern is with·
the students and that's why
we're here ... as far as I'm
concerned \.drivers \laving
codes) is a breacb o{ tbeir
security.'
-lames Miner,
director of Campus Safety
installed. "What we have is not a
security system, it is an access sys-
tem." said Angell in the fall of 1993.
Angell stressed that it is the stu-
dents' responsibility for insuring
doors are not propped open and
strangers are not admitted into the
dorms.
When asked if Campus Safety
has the capability of tracking PSC
numbers back to their owners, Miner
would only say, "I think we may
have lhat capability, yes."
According to Miner, delivery
drivers from companies such as the
Mac-Gray company and the Pepsi-
ColaCompanywhodeliverlOdorms
are given general dorm access codes.
"But, they check with us firs~ they
tell us they're going in, they tell us
when they're going out, that type of
thing," said Miner.
Miner did not detail what Cam-
pus Safety is going LOdo, if any-
thing, about delivery drivers hav-
ing PSC numbers. However, both
numbers given to Miner during an
interview with The College Voice
were deactivated that same day.
He said, "My main -concern is
with the students and that's why
we're here, for their security I their
safely and not only them, but this
entire college community. And as
far as I'm concerned [drivers hav-
ing codes] is a breach of their secu-
rity and I'd like to find out where
these numbers are coming from,
how they [lhe drivers] got them."
Kristine Cyr Goodwin, director
Kaplan LSAT course ON CAMPUS.
CLASS BEGIN APRIL 5
STUDY WITH THE COUNTRY'S LEADING
LSAT PREP. ORGANIZATION
IT WORKS!!!
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-LIVE CLASSES TOUGHT BY EXPERTS ON THE TEST
-HOME STUDY BOOKS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE MCAT
TAKING JUNE'S TEST? THIS is YOUR COURSE, START
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KAPLAN'S ONE TIME FEE GUARANTEES AS MUCH MCAT PREPARA nON
AS YOU NEED, ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY FOR UP TO ONE FULL YEAR
KAPLAN
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What's with our water?
Water quality level is very high, in spite of the taste
BY NATALIEH!LDT
The College Voice
"I would say we have one of the
best, ifnot the best, water qualities
in the Northeast." This statement
was obviously not made by a Con-
necticut College student. It was
made, however, by Bruce Larking,
Water Quality Inspector for theCity
of New London.
The taste and appearance of tap
water here at Connecticut College
has long been a topic of conversa-
tion. "The water tastes terrible, and
Ieven know of someone who has a
purifier here. It tastes like licking a
copper pipe," said senior Jen Lapan.
"I'd rather drink the juice in Har-
ris than drink the water," said Steve
Tulloch, also a senior. Tina Lester
is a freshman who, like many, says
she will never get used to New
London water. "The water in our
laundry room iscloudy,and I won't
drink it," Lester said.
EricaStoppenbach,asophomore,
expressed the general consensus
among students, "It tastes like shit!"
Why does our water taste like it
does? After a visit to the Water
Treatment Plant in Waterford, I
learned a lot more about the process
our water goes through before we
drink it. The main reason is the
chlorine added during purification.
But many other chemicals are added
to our drinking water as well; lime,
alum, sodium aluminate, chlorine.
fluoride, zinc orthophosphate, and
hydro flourosilic acid are the main
ingredients.
These chemicals are added for
various reasons; to bring pH up to
proper levels, to coat pipes to cut
down on leaching of metals, and to
inhibit the growth of chloroform
bacteria in the main source of our
drinking water.
Atthe plant the lake water under-
goes a complicated system offiltra-
tion and purification. Water is
pumped from the lake into giant
sedimentation basins. where alurni-
num sulfate and sodium aluminate
are added to make a flack in the
water.
Then it goes into large open tanks
where it passes through a four-foot
activated carbon filter, which acts
like a vacuum to continue filtering
out dust and debris. The sludge from
this process is sold to EarthGrow, a
fertilizer company which uses the
sludgetonourish flowers and plants,
and non pure water is recycled back
through the system.
The Lake Konomoc water treat-
ment plant pumps up to five and a
half million gallons of water each
day, with the capacity to process
almost twice as much. Water is sent
to three cement storage tanks, and
two water towers, where they build
up enough water pressure to reach
New London, Waterford, and
Montville.
This water is enough for a two
day supply, if there were an acci-
dent or a problem which caused the
plant to shut down. "If one of them
goes haywire, we get an alarm,'
said foreman Ed Paul, pointing to a
computer-run control panel that
monitors every aspect of the facil-
ity.
There are many dangerous
chemicals stored for water treat-
ment. including two tons of chlo-
rine that are always on hand. How-
ever, Paul said that the nine people
who work at the plant know exactly
what they're doing. "It's like every-
thing else," said Paul, "Handle with
care. and you won't have any prob-
lem."
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Water quality is constantly tested
at the plant. It is also tested once a
week at four sites in the communi-
ties served, including one on Will-
iams Street. and one by the Coast
Guard Academy. The water quality
inspector sends water samples to an
independent lab in Norwich, where
they are tested for bacteria, pH,
turbidity, odor, color, chlorine iron
and zinc.
The 59 million water treatment
plant was built in 1988 is quite a
high-tech operation. The plant pro-
cesses water 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. "This plant never has a
holiday," Paul said.
Although the taste of out drink-
ing water may leave something to
be desired, the purification process
that it goes through is considered
state-of-the-art by those who oper-
ate it. But. with all of the chemicals
added. spring water in Harris will
alwavs be a good option.
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News
Stewart to leave college; accepts job
offer at University of Masssachusetts
million budget
"It's really an opportunity to beuer my-
self," Stewart said. "I'd be doing a lot of the
same things that Lynn Brooks [the college's
v ice president for finance 1does here." UMass
Medical School is a much larger operation
than Connecticut College; Stewart said he
would move from overseeing an eight person
staff to a staff of forty.
In a letter to the campus commun ity, Brooks
praised Stewart's work at the college, saying
that, "his hard work and leadership have
resulted in significant strengthening of the
college's financial position. In addition to
developing a highly skilled and cross trained
staff, Sam and his team assumed responsibil-
ity for both the budgeting and purchasing
functions in the past year."
"I'm very sad to see him go. The college
tried very hard to keep him here," said Brooks
later.
Stewart's contributions have gone beyond
BY ATAllE HtLDT
The College Voice
After five years as controller and chief
budget officer at the college, Sam Stewart
will be leaving the college at the end of this
month. Stewart was recruited for lhe position
of chief financial officer at the University of
Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester,
a job that he accepted for several reasons.
"Ihad a prior health care background, so I
was somebody who had a logical fit," Stewart
said of his move. Beforecoming to Connecti-
cut College, Stewart worked in finances for
six years at the JoseJin Diabetes Center in
Boston, and then for three years at Children's
Hospital, also in Boston.
A significant increase in salary, "a better
title," and more responsibility all contributed
to lure Stewart to the position. Stewart said
that he will oversee a $100 million budget,
whereas now he oversees the college's $55
his position ascontroJler. His involvement in
the college community include helping stu-
dents form a business club [now defunct],
administering the college budget on the Pri-
orities, Planning, and Budget Committee,
and being active in the strategic planning
process.
"I've enjoyed working at the college,"
Stewart said "It's been a very positive expe-
rience and there are a lot of positive things to
be said for this institution."
"President Gaudiani indicated that the col-
lege made every effort to keep Sam here," the
letter stated, "but the allure of returning to
health care financing and becoming a Chief
Financial Officer were too great."
"It was a tough decision," Stewart said of
his plans to leave, "because I've enjoyed the
college and I've developed unique relation-
ships. I will miss a lot of people, including
students."
There is no word yet on a replacement for
=
Yung Kim/Features Editor
Sam Stewart, controller and chief budget officer
Stewart, but he did say that Assistant to the
Controller Beverly McMillen will be head-
ing up the office in his absence. According to
Stewart, the College will use this opportunity
to think about possible restructuring of the
Office of the Controller.
"It's a good time to take a fresh look at
things," Stewart said, adding that there will
not be a staff reduction, but there will be
somebody new as well as different variations
on how the college's finances are managed.
Students agree to access to cable TV 1f!JD@ ~fffJ[fffiJ@O
(}u@fffJ[fdJ 000Recent petition in post office gainers over 1,000signatures
BY BENRUBlN
Associate News Editor
"lweill aI/the way to Ilaly to sludy the technical bureaucralic bullshil oillle Italian
Ptuliamenl. J should have just stayed here."
_ Mike DellaMonaca, house senator of Freeman, during Assembly last Thursday
'" can', ellen understand them. if it's like some kind of rlUl-on sentence.l don'l
kJww whete it came from, bu.ru should hoyt stayed /here."
- Penny Asay, house senator of Larrabee, commenting on the title for divisional
structure B in the newest phase of the Gen Ed plan: "Studies Which Explore Different
Ways or Confronting and Expressing the Concerns and Values ot H urnan
Existence, Where the Contemporary World Recognizes a Multiplicity of Forms
and Solutiom."
'N\\h the aid o{ a 'Qe\.\uon nom \he student bod)'. the
Telecommunications Committee is altempling to give stu-
dents the choice or having access to cable television in their
dormitory rooms.
"Right: now [Claire Gaudiani, president of the college] is
gomg to hear thatitis something that students want, hopefully
she will be responsive to that. I would say that it would be
impossible to deny that cable television is not a welcome
addition toa majority of the campus,' said Tom Just, member
of the Telecommunications Committee and house senator of
Abbey.
The dorms are currently wired for cable television and the
administration only needs to give the cable company the
authority to provide access to the dorm rooms, according to
Just.
Just said that if available to students, the cable system
would probably work so that students would decide individu-
ally if they wanted access to cable television and if they did .1 '.
they would then be billed through the post office. ' YWlg Kim/Features Editor
"We have the resources and yet as far as I can tell the Tom Just, Gretchen Zeratsky and lain Hall man the petition
administration has not considered using them. They haven 't table: They collected a thousand signatures Ircm students
given specific reasons why they won't allow it. You have to wantmg cable TV access in dorm rooms.
wonder why they wired it if they're not going to use it," said community issue,"
Just.L ."No~ we are at the point where we know what thc cornrnu-
ynn Brooks, vice president for finance, recently acknowl- rury thinks," said Just.
edged that cable TV is apresi-
dential issue, after responsi- Just hopes to discuss the issue with
bilityforthematterhadbeen 'We h th Gaudiani before spring break at whichave e resources and yet .
passed around. Brooks said, urne he will present the petition to her.
"It really does comedown to as far as I can tell, the "I don't think [cable] TV is good or
the president." However administration has not bad, TV is there, what people do with
Brooks believes that the is- id TV [is what needs to be examined],"consi ered using them. They Ga d idsue is important enough that u rani sal at a recent discussion
it would eventually need to haven't given specific reasons with the Student Government Associa-
be decided by the Board of why they won't allow it. You tion Assembly.
Trustees. She then suggested that the college
For two days, the petition have to wonder why they wired it study the effccts of cable television at
was presented to the student if they're not going to use it.' schools which already have cable tele-
body outside of the post of- vision access in dormitory rooms.
fice and read, "I believe that - Tom Just, senator of Abbey and member "The administration should givc us a
access to cable television, in of the Telecommunications Committee reason as to why we shouldn't have it.
the dorm rooms at Connecti- We should be able to have better access
cut College, should be of- ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;to the. world. We're secluded enough.
fered to me residential community, now." . . . Even If you read the paper, you are still
. "We have about 1,000 signatures," said Just, "The imme- rmssing Out on things," said junior Rob Erda.
diate response by the students is representative of their . "I ca~'t understand why we don't have a choice, especially
th ds smce it s already 10 our rooms," said freshman K C Chi
en uSlasm towar ., the idea. The petition was in response to "T ... .. lappa.
presIdent Gaudl3nJ s mentioning that cable television js a headmmlstr~uo~shouldn'timposemOraljudgmentson
the student body, said freshman Phil Bowen.
"[ Q/ll dogmeaJ,J Q/ll dogmeaJ, I AM DOGMEAT!"
- overheard outside of Harris
'7hat dog sure pisses hoi!"
. - Otris Barday of the Print Shop relating his first thought after a radiaor erupted on
his eg.
If/think it's a yeast infectum, but I can't prove it."
- Dana Rousmanere, trying to describe the morning-after-drinking colton mouth
syndrome.
And with one touch of his mighty
blowtorch, Rob sparked a revolution ."
Rob Sumner/Photo Editor
Senior studio art major Rob "Hoss"
Lentz fires one up in the welding studio-
&-1_--- --------------:-~----~--------------~------------:::-:
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Pilot prograpl for J.Board advisory
board approved by SGA Assembly
follow therulesoftheJ-Board [con-
cerning maintaining confidential-
ity]?"
However Spoonheim argued, "1
think you would see adrastic reduc-
tion in the number of cases coming
bcforethe f-Board if[accusers were
aware that their names could be
revealed to ad visors]."
"If there is an accidental men-
tioning of a name, I don't think
there will be serious consequences.
There is the possibility that there
will beaslipand Idon't want to take
the position that this person will
automatically be brought to the J-
Board," said McDaniel.
Kirsten Howard.junior class rep-
resentative on the f-Board, said,
"One thing that I think would be
gained by guaranteeing that the
advisee could not be charged] is the
comfort level. If Ihad to be com-
pletely on guard all the time, then I
would feel a little nervous." Ac-
cording to the proposal, advisors
will be selected by the ad hoc Com-
rniuee after they are trained to be
"experts on theJ-Board trial proce-
dure, the necessity of confidential-
ity, and the information contained
within the J-Board Handbook."
The applicants win need to com-
plete a written application with an
essay question and endure a fmal
evaluation after their training ses-
sions. accorcling to dw proposaL
The former members of the ad hoc
Honor Code Committee will report
to the 1994-95 Assembly by the
third meeting of the Assembly with
all information acquired and the
strengths and weaknesses of the
program. This assembly will then
decide if the program should con-
tinue.
the Board.
"If I were a freshman, and I read
the "C" book and the [J-Board]
A proposal establishing a pilot Handbook, I would assume that I
program for corps of pre-trial advi- could talk with [the coordinator],
sors for the Judiciary Board was and that what I said would not come
passed by the Student Government before the J-Board," said Mendez.
Association 25-4-Dafterithad been Rawles asked Mendez whether
tabled at the previous week's As- he felt that, if he had read the "C"
scmbly. book, and was not aware of the fact
"This is another resource that that the J-Board coordinator delib-
you could draw upon not to try to erates and participates in trials, he
get you off the hook, just as a con- would be surprised as an accused or
fidential information source," said accuser who spoke with the coordi-
ChrisMcDaniel, chair of the ad hoc nator.
Honor Code Committee and house "Sure would," said Mendez. "In
senator of JA. the "C" book it does not say that
The proposal was sponsored by [the coordinator] deliberatejs], so I
theod hoc Honor Code Committee would feel comfortable talking to
which was created earlier this year that person."
LO investigate ways to improve the Spoonheim informed theAsscrn-
efficiency of the f-Board. The ad- bly that John Biancur, J-Board co-
visors are part of a pilot program ordinator, estimated that only five
which will end after senior week of people had contacted him to seek
this year. advice so far this year. Spoonheim
The role of the J-Board coordi- also said that she knew that there
nator was one of the main topics was a need for a different sort of
during discussion of the proposal. advising system, since the accused
Currently, the coordinator is avail- and accusers in cases had sought
able to advise parties who appear at ad vice from other sources.
hearings, but is also present during Spoonheim said that a former mem-
trials and participates in delibera- beroftheJ-Board informed her that
tions.privileges thatarenotgranted she had received several calls from
by the "C" Book or f-Board Hand- people who wanted advice on pre-
book. paring their statements to the Board.
Theprivilegeofdeliberatingdur- At last week's meeting. Rawles
ing trials is "a perk" bestowed on said, "[The accused] never knew
the coordinator. according to Lee that the coordinator was available
Rawles, house senator of Park and to them. If it was madeclearto them;;;:;;:,;;;;;;;,;;;;;:;;;;,;,;;;;,;,;~~~~=[in the pre-trial no-
'[The accused] never knew that the tification letter],
coordinator was available to them. perhaps they
If it was made clear to them [in the would understand
] n.Ldon't think tbcPre-trial notification letter, proposal is practi-
perhaps they would understand it. cal."
I don't think the proposal is Many Assembly
practical.' members raised
_ Lee Rawles, senator of Park and the issue of confi-
member of the Judiciary Board dentiality during
the discussion.
According to the proposal, with a
core of advisors, people outside of
theJ-Board, will know the majority
of facts surrounding a particular J-
Board case.
"We wanted to make sure that we
had a smaller group of people to
handle the cases, we wouldn't want
to have too many people that were
involved in aspects of J-Board
cases," said McDaniel.
"Confidentiality is a big issue,"
said Rawles, "You're giving the
stamp of approval for five to seven
people to go out and open their
mouths."
Catherine Lippman, president of
the junior class and member of the
ad hoc committee. said, "The advi-
sors aren't people who are going to
be going around telling the names
of people."
According to the proposal,
advisees arc not permitted to reveal
to the advisors the names of anyone
involved in the case, and if they do,
the session would be terminated
and it would be up to the advisor to
decide if the advisee should be
charged with a breach of confiden-
tiality.
House senators voiced their con-
BY BENRUSIN
Associate News Editor
a senior J -Board representative who
voted against the proposal.
According to the f-Board hand-
book, the coordinator is respon-
sible for advising the accused and
accusing parties, and collecting
statements and evidence after
charges have been filed.
Through a pre-trial notification
leuer, all parties involved in a J-
Boardhearing are informed that the
coordinator is available for advis-
ing.
"Unfortunately, people [call the
coordinator for advising] very
rarely. People are less likely to go
and talk to a member of the [Judi-
ciary] Board," said Spoonheim.
"I would like to see a drastic
reconstruction of the role of the
Coordinator," said Sara Spoonheirn.
J-Board Chair. Spoonheim said that
until this was done. a core of advi-
sors would be the best solution to
the problems surrounding the ad-
vising process.
Nigel Mendez, substitute house
senatorofKB, questioned whether
the proposal ought to make it ac-
ceptable for the coordinator to be
involved in questioning and delib-
emting during trials like the rest of
Fite pbototTbe allege Voice
Chris McDaniel, chair of the ad hoc
Honor Code Committee and house
senator of JA
cerns about whether advisees should
be subject to a charge of breach of
confidentiality. The ad hoc com-
mittee rejected amendments which
would have protected the advisees
from being charged witha breach of
confidentiality. According to
McDaniel, advisees who revealed
names with malicious intent may be
charged, but "if someone slips,
they're not going to be brought up
on charges."
Neil Maniar, president of the se-
nior class, felt that advisees should
be able to reveal all information
surrounding a case to the advisors.
«(Nolbeingab\etorevealnames) is
putting an addilionafStress on the
advisor-advisee relationship. Ithink
that's going to hurt the whole ad vis-
ing system," said Maniar.
Mendez questioned the reason-
ing behind preventing advisors from
knowing the names of individuals
involved incases. "If these advisors
arc supposed to be die-hard J-Board
people, aren't they going to want to
Sourtusxsr MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY: A murdered
student associated Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity has
brought artention on the behind-dosed-doors behavior at
college fraternities. Seven Kappa Alpha Psi members
have been charged with involuntary man-slaughter In
connection with the student's death. Students said that is
common knowledge that many chapters still haze
students-whether that means calling them lewd names if
they don't know the Greek alphabet or beating them.
QUEENS COLLEGE: The Queens College Academic
Senate, the editors of the Queens College Quad and the
City University of New York Board of Trustees have
voted to offer the comedian Jerry Seinfeld an honorary
degree. Seinfeld, who graduated from Queens in 1976
with a bachelor's degree in theater. Those who voted
against the honor said "he's an entertainer. ..so is
Madonna."
NAZARETH COLLEGE OF ROCHESTER: Acting as a testing
ground for a tiny security alarm, Nazareth College has
become a hit with students. The device is a hand-held
transmitter on a key ring. When activated, it sets off
strobe lights surrounding the student'S vicinity which
causes campus security to come immediately to the
rescue.
*This information wascompiled from the Chronicle of Higher Education
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I-Pride Keynote Speaker: - - herit
Maivan Lam relates experience growing up Withmixed en age
person to carve out who they are: Said Lam,
"Ethnicity is not something that IS received.
Ethnicity is something that must be made
dail ,"y . dh .Lam said she sees people of rruxe entage
as very important in the upcoming world. We
live in a society that has become increasingly
hostile between the races.
Said Lam "We can all feel the tension that
is arising am'ongall of thedifferentethnicities.
Everyone is angry, and the attempts to talk
have become increasingly dangerous. Al-
though Ido feel that it is important for people
to talk, right now all that seems to come out
is anger. We are becoming increasingly po-
larized in this country. ] think people of
mixed backgrounds are ideally placed to be-
come translators. or go-betweens within our
society. We need to have people out here that
can translate the knowledge of crossing
boundaries."
Lam sees people of mixed background as
very special people. Instead of looking at
them as people that have added difficulties,
Lam sees them as people with more advan-
American citizen "in paper, and in my soul." tages. Lam said, "The things most people
Said Lam, "I felt thai] could say' America, ] choose to call a problern.I define as an asset.
have seen your faces.' All of my identities We are able to construct our own identities,
began to hold unapologetic dialogs within so how can we not see that as an advantage.
my head, and lfelt comfortable with them." We don't have to assimilate to anything spe-
Lam's realization lead her to develop deep cific. We create ourselves."
insights into the serious problem of ethnic The ability to appreciate the elegance of the
conflict in our country. Lam Said, "Current cocktail is about more than looking at its
politicians confuse ethnicity with statehood. beauty. It is abo~t drinking it whole, tasting
Ethnicity is a passion. Organizing a state is the different parts, yet swallowing'.it ·all at
about power. The two are dangerous when once. We enjoy each drop for whatthey can
people try to mix them:' give us. We do not consider how much of
But, most importantly. Lam said ethnicity each is in a drop, we simply accept it, and
li.es wi-min \he individual. It is.~u"@itommeaillciiih§;memn[joiY~iB"IT0IT0i§wn;V;;;;;wnwnwn!iliIT0IT0@
favorite ianguage.SaidLam, "While inThai-
land I would speak to my mother in both
French and Vietnamese. But Thai was my
favorite because it was the language which I
communicated with playmales. I usually
hoped thaImy mother would not try to speak
Thai in public because her accent used to
embarrass me.':
Eventually, Lam's mother was transferred
to the United Nations in the United States.
While in the states, Lam began getting home
sick. To Lam, home was simply where her
playmates were. Vietnam was where she
was born, and France was simply where her
father was from. Even though she had no
native connection with the land, she felt
closer with it because it was simply where
she fell she belonged.
Lam said, "Once when I was getting really
homesick, I asked my motherwhen we were
going to go back. Then she just looked at me
and said 'never. They won't let us back there
because we are not from there .' That' s when
I realized that I was not Thai."
Lam later went onto to Mary Grove Col-
lege. At Mary Grove, Lam was one of ] 2
minority students. Lam said, "I felt like]
needed to do a song and dance in order to fit
in. A lot of the students there asked me
questions because they were curious, but
there were also many students who wanted
to be mean."
During the Vietnam war, however, Lam
began to truly identify with Vietnam. She
was bombarded with scenes of her heritage.
Soldiers killing her people, destroying her
land. Said Lam, "During the Vietnam war, I
became quintessentially Vietnamese:'
A\. '-he end of \he 'WaI, Lam became an
h
BY YUNG KIM
FeotUTU Editor
On the surface, alcobol and fruit juices
seem to have no connection with each other.
They are on opposite ends of the spectrum
which are mutually exclusive. People either
drink one or the other, there is no in-between.
Then one day, a very curious and adventur-
ous person mixed them together. It seemed
odd at first, to mix these total OPPOSItes
together, but once combined together, the
person realized that he had created some-
thing wonderful.
A cocktail is a mixed drink which com-
bines the greatesl assets of various types of
alcohol and fruit juices. While il has become
very easy to appreciate the virtues of a drink,
people have found il increasingly difficult to
appreciate the beauty of a person of mixed
heritage.
Maivan Lam, a legal anthropologist at the
CUNY Law School at Queens College, used
this analogy to illustrate the importance of
mixed heritage and lead into her talk about
"interethnic" pride.
Lam is the product of a mixed marriage.
Her father was a French reacher living in
Vietnam, and her Mother was a Vietnamese
administrator. Growing up, she was taught
both French and Vietnamese, because both
were very important languages in her world.
When Lam was eight years old, Vietnam
began to experience political unrest The
French were leaving Indochina in 1952, so
Lam's fa\het was forced to go with them.
\....a.m.. s mO\het ~ot a iob as a ttans\atot {or the
United N.au.ons \.t\ ~\at\d. Wn\\e \\Vln'6 \n
l:\\ai\ano., \.....am beog,an \0 'P\.cK \):p"'Thai. as ne'r
Yung Kim/Features Editor
Malvan Lam compared cocktails to mixed
heritage during her lecture on Tuesday
sponsored by I-Pride.
Alumnus heads National Geographic art department
One of the first male graduates kicks off Distinguished Alumni series
called a "flyby," which meticulously depicts images of a
subject in different stages. "I think this really captured the
essence of ratness without beingtoo gross," Carroll said of a
Becker was a full house last Monday afternoon, when rat flyby.
speaker Allen T. Carroll, a Connecticut College graduate in Canoll had worked on many of the illustrations that he
1973, drew a crowd of over 75 to the rust of four talks to be spoke of, but gave his opinion on some of the artwork done
given by distinguished Conn alumni. before his time. "I hate this kind of stuff," Carroll said,
Carroll, now art editor of National Geo- pointing to a flat and perfect-looking picture of
graphic, gal his stan in journalism as co- anancientritual.lt'sinforrnative,butit'sjustso
editor and later editor-in-chief of the Pundit, dull. ] like the idea of sacrificing some detail to
the former student newspaper at the college. get some emotional content."
After graduating with a major in Human He said that the magazine is published for a
Ecology, Carroll worked as editor of Conn's general audience, and stressed how important
Alumni magazine for four years. before pictures are in enticing readers to explore the
freelancing for several years. Carroll said that natural world. The illustration that Canoll con-
time was a good opportunity for him to learn siders his most impressive involves a double
about magazine production and layout helix depicting the evolution of the Earth, with
While inWashington, D.C., Carroll landed Photo cO"''<soy of National physical characteristics on one strand and bio-
ajob withNational Geographic, where he has Geog,aphic Soc"ly logical on the other.
been working since I984. He was appointed Allen Carroll, art editor or "1 consider myself lucky that] didn't know
art editor of the magazine three years ago. Notional Geog,aphi< what I was going to do as an under grad,"
In his talk on Monday, Carroll focused on his job with the Carroll said, adding his sentiment that it is more important to
magazine. He explained thaI he is in charge, "just of illustra- gel a liberal arts education than to spend a lot of time getting
tions; anything that can't be mapped or photographed; places career-oriented training.
where photographers can't go." "1wish now I'd taken more time to take courses from really
In an excellent slide show, Carroll presented illustrauons of outstanding professors; Scott Warren (professor of botany),
everythi'lll from volcanoes to Venus, and fromantcolonies to Bill Niering (professor of botany), Dick Goodwin (professor
Aztec pyramids. The art department is responsible for charts, emeritus of botany), and Jim Baird," topped Carroll's list "I
diagrams and timelines. Additionally, the department depicts had the pleasure of working with Bill Niering on a story we
things that are extinct, such as dinosaurs, and things that are did not too long ago on wetlands," Carroll added.
microscopic, such as atoms. Canoll was among the first men to graduate from Con-
"The amount of research that goes into these things is mind oecticut College. "My story is exactly the same as every other
boggling," Carroll said of the illustrations. "Everything you male's at that time-we didn't get in where we really wanted
see here is checked and rechecked, and then checked again," to go. My first choice was Wesleyan, but I'm glad I didn't go :;
"he explained to his audience, "to make sure that every last there." :ill
petal of every last flower is correct in every detaiL" The next to speak in the Distinguished Alumni Series will "
WThe artist emphasized that, conception to completion, a be Dr. Jeffrey Cohen class of 1976, professor of neurology :;
graphic can take anywhere from a week to two years, depend- from the medical center at the University of Pennsylvania. if
ing on the article. The college community is invited to Becker Houseat4:30 on hb====
One of the types of illustrations that Carroll showed is March 9 to hear Cohen's talk.
BY NATALIE HJLDT
The College Voice
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The Concert & Artist Series:
Unexpected performance by world renowned soprano
By KENDAL CULP
The College Voice
Only three performances have been canceled in the ten
years Peggy Middleton has managed The Concen & Artist
Series at the Connecticut College Box Office.
A couple of weeks ago, however, she received that fourth
dreaded call, informing her that the Chicago Ballet would not
perform at Connecticut College as the final concen of the
series, scheduled for April 8.
Not to fear, friendly subscribers, for the Box Office will be
offering a "very special, unexpected treat" in the form of a
substitute concert, said Middleton.
Chicago Ballet was forced to cancel their East Coast tour on
account of budgetary constraints after two out of five venues
canceled their scheduled performances. Middleton said th
situation is highly unfortunate and noted that this was the first
year a dance c?ncert had been included as part of the regular
Concert & Artists Series, as opposed to being brought in as an
additional performance.
Middleton sought Ballet Chicago after hearing rave re-
views of their 1993 East Coast tour, where they were very
well-received at the University of Connecticut and the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. According to Middleton, thehighly-
regarded work of Daniel Duell, artistic director of Ballet
Chicago, also contributed to the hype surrounding this perfor-
mance.
Middleton said Ballet Chicago will not be replaced by
another dance company, because it would be nearly impos-
Sible to find a group of equal artistic quality on such shon
nonce. However, the college will host another equally excit-
Photo courtesy ofRoben Lewis
World renowned ~enita Valente will perform on April 8
ing event World renowned soprano Benita Valente and
baritone William Stone,accompaniedby pianist David Golub
will perform Hugo Wolfsltalienisches Liederbucn ("Italian'
Songbook''). -
This surprise performance, which will be hcld April 6 at 8
p.m. 10Palmer Auditorium, was graciously arranged through
alumna Janice Mayer, vice president of Columbia Artists
Vocal Music Division. The performance is actually a sneak
pr~vlew of a world premiere concert featuring this trio, in
honor of the opening of a new concert hall in Montreal.
Benita Valente, winner of the Metropolitan Opera National
Council Auditions, is an internationally celebrated orchestral
soloist. A participant in the prestigious Marlboro Festival and
a collaborator with the renowned pianist, Rudolf Scrkin,
Valente has been sought as a soloist by nearly every great
conductor in the past two decades. .
Baritone William Stone.renowned f~ his versatility. boasts
an impressive international career. Stone opened his 1993-
1994 season with a return to the New York City Opera for
performances as Sharpless in the rarely performed 1904
version of Madama Buuerfly.
Pianist David Golub is distinguished around the world as a
recitalist, soloist with orchestra, chamber musician, and re-
cording artist, Golub made a debutappcarance at Connecticut
College last October with the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center.
Middleton is delighted with the timely occasion of this
performance since it falls right into the gap that Ballet
Chicago left. Theconcen will provide subscribers with a rare
opportunity to hear this repertory, said Middleton.
Tickets for the' canceled performance of Ballet Chicago
Will be honored at the April 6 performance of Wolf's
Italienisches Liederbuch. Alternatively, ticket holders may
be Issued a refund upon receipt of their tickets, which they
must deliver or mail to the Box Office. Tickets arc now
available to the general public auhc Box Office in Palmer and
the Student Center at Crozier Williams.
Electric cello brings innovative new sound to Dana Ha\\
Kennedy Rose has a lot of heart but not much style
By CARU SCHULTZ
A & E Editor
A small gathering in Dana Hall was treated to some of the
most innovative music out there these days on Wednesday,
March 2.
Jeffrey Krieger, chamber musician and solo performer,
performed a number of pieces on an electric cello for the
disappointingly small number of students who showed up for
his performance.
Krieger did have his fans, however. Among the audience
was a bootlegger, happily making it possible to listen to the
performance again and again.
Before theevent,l had imagined he would be playing a few
classical pieces on what I envisioned to be a cello hooked up
to an amplifier. What I heard was nothing like what I had
By MIC!lEU.E RONAYNE
Associate A & E Editor
anticipated.
Krieger sat upon the stage. his feet surrounded by various
pedals, a Powerbook at his side. and a jungle of electrical
cords connected to a Macintosh computer sitting on a table
several feetaway. Theonly thing to which Icould compare his
cellp would be a crossbow "lith the bow on both ends, The
music that rang from Krieger's instrument sang, screamed,
and reverberated in a manner that I cannot compare to
ANYTHING.
Many of the Krieger's pieces Krieger utilized the sounds or
his cello intermixed with computer generated sounds. He
would click a few buttons, and the music from his computer
would start up, swirling mixes of computer generated tones
and clicks, allowing Krieger to jump into the fray. The pieces
were very modern with music sliding up and down the scale,
At times during the concert the sounds were very much like
You know the music your Mom listens to on the radio? It
is sweet and certainly melodic, and she really likes it but you
do not know why. Well, the first person I thought of when
listening to Kennedy Rose was my Mom because I felt like I
had slipped her CD in by mistake.
Kennedy Rose consists of Mary Anne Kennedy and Pam
Rose. They have recently released a CD named Walk the Line.
On this album they write and sing all of their own music. Their
voices are earthy and pleasant Their lyrics, though heartfelt,
are simplistic and therefore not too thought-provoking.
Their songs speak of ,love and life. One of their more
appealing songs "Wall" talks about the boundaries we build
to protect ourselves in love. This song, like their others, has
very simple lyrics that make the Central theme easy to under-
stand. This is not necessarily a bad thing as overly poetic Pholo courtesy a/Beverly Parker
lyrics can be annoying. It is a recurrent trend throughout the Kennedy Rose offers an "easy listening" style of music
album and though it works with a few songs it makes lhe The last song on the album, "Friends,"is by far the hokicst
oLhers somewhat boring. . .. song ever written. The simplistic lyrics that arc ever-present
"Sins of Our Fathers" is another intriguing song. It wants to on this album become silly, and it is as if they had space to fill
make up for past mistakes. These could be individual rnis- on tile CD and decided t;' write this song.
takes or global ones. What makes these two songs, "Walls" All this said, one can not deny their musical ability. Their
and "Sins of Our Fathers," appealing is that they can apply to voices blend wcll and they have a slightly folksy style that
anyone. makes their music easy on the ear. Kennedy Rose may not be
distortion on an electric guitar.
During the second piece. "Heterophony;" junior Paolo
DiGregorio, came up with a good remark to explain the
music, when he said, "It sounds like it should be in a science
fiction movie."
Later in the performance, Krieger also incorporated video
into his playing. This was especially unique in his second of
such works, "Garland," in which images ofhimsclfwere seen
on the screen playing parts of the work; the audience watched
him play along with himself accompanying.
Krieger is the principal cellist of the Hartford Symphony.
He has performed in arenas from elementary schools to on-
stage with the New York Ballet at Lincoln Center. His
performances are unlike any other. Those who attended were
fortunate to be present for what was by far the most innovative
concert to hit Dana Hall in a long Lime.
a big name, but their popularity isstill evident. They were the
opening act for Sting's international Soul Cagcs Tour.
Kennedy Rose's newest album is not bad. The style is
simply not one that would appeal to everyone. They have
several songs to which many may relate, but in general after
listening to several songs they all begin to sound alike.
Kennedy Rose may be worth a listen if you like folksy, love
songs. I am, after all, sending a copy to my Mom.
We need YOU to nominate a
special person.
We would like to give some much
due recognition to some very
deserving people.
Please write out the name and a
brief description as to why you
ieel that this person should have a
story written about him or her.
Please drop oii at the office oi the
College Voice in room :2.15oi the
College Center or in Box 4970.
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Irish angst played out in Cro
Society portrays Irish heritage in evening of drama, poetry, and music
era] poems, a few scenes from vari-
ous plays were acted out in this first
act. One of these, a scene and a
monologue from Brian Friel's
"Translations," portrayed love be-
tween an English soldier (Chris
Cinij.and an Irish peasant (Meredith
Kasten). Their love was dealt with
in a negative light and in the end
Kasten rejects her culture and lan-
guage for love's sake. Kasten's
monologue was a well-performed
articulation of her character's de-
nial of her heritage, She voiced the
ideas successfully, evoking a cer-
tain amount of disappointment in
the audience for such a conversion.
Cini's performance was unfortu-
nately prone to moments of over-
acting. However, it served as an
interesting contrast to the last part
of the first act: a letter written by
Yeats describing the horror of the
war with the British, complete with
gory examples of the fighting. These
two parts stressed the conflict in the
Irish mind-the clash between pride
and conscience. This interesting
contrast was unexpected, showing
the turmoil present in the Irish mind,
something which I have never seen
advertised before by Irish people as
a part of their heritage. A very hu-
man element of the Irish plight was
injected into the performance in-
stead of themore mainstream show-
ing of a purely ideological battle
with the British.
Following a brief intermission,
the second act began, designed to
depict "the major trends which af-
fect modem Ireland." It began with
a scene from Janet Noble's "Away
Alone," depicting an Irish immi-
grant (Kathryn Towson) and her
arrival inNew York. Tewson 'schar-
acter was relying on the help of an
Irish man whom she had never met
before, although the two had a mu-
tual acquaintance. This strong trust
and unity depicted the strength of
the Irish nation. Tewson, though, is
told that she will soon be com-
pletely assimilated into American
culture, as all are stripped of their
culture here. The result is a resent-
ment for this nation, and a respect
for the Irish culture, one that could
remain strong even when under the
rule of foreign tyranny.
Baggiu read part of Leon Uris'
"Ireland," in which an Irishman in a
British prison spoke of English in-
justice. The narrator told of the En-
glish sentencing IRA menforcrimes
that they did not commit, merely to
punish the IRA for its actions. He
voiced his disgust for this practice,
BY TIM DEVIN
The College Voice
The recently-created Connecti-
cut College Irish-American Soci-
ety presented an evening of drama,
readings, and music, displaying the
club's heritage and views of the
conflict with England.
The dramatic group's presenta-
tionwas divided into two acts. The
first act dealt with "Ireland's past,"
from its "prehistory [of] English
invasions, to the times of Irish re-
bellions." The second act conveyed
thefeelings and concerns that affect
the people of modem day Ireland.
The evening began with Irish-
American Society co-founder
Brendan Baggitt's reading ofW.B.
Yeats' poem "To Ireland in the
Coming Times," a statementof'Irish
pride and love of country, The poem
set the mood for the evening: som-
ber, reminiscent, regretful, but also
proud. This theme was also ex-
pressed in the next poem, "Ireland
is Strange to Me," written in Gaelic
by Baggitt. The poem is written
from the viewpoint of a person who
had seen both "free" Ireland, and
Ireland as it is now, expressing the
author's regret for the change.
In addition to the readings of sev-
Rob SlU1U1erlP/wlo Editor
Brendan Baggitt, co-founder of the Ir ish-Amcr ican society, read W.8.
Yeats' poem "To Ireland in the Coming Times" in Friday's presentation.
struggle for freedom and power,
their haired of England, and their
love of Ireland. This part was con-
cluded by a reading ofa Yeats poem
which evoked feelings of Irish
national unity. This was symboli-
cally illustrated as all the members
of the cast joined in- an amusing
effect. If the symbolism were to be
taken further, I can only wonder
what it meant when several of the
speakers fell out of time with the
others.
The evening juxtaposed the dif-
ferent feelings of the Irish people,.
and ultimately showed their univcr-
sal pride and love of country. Al-
though the production was a little
less than professional in some ar-
eas, it certainly conveyed its inten-
tion to express national unit)'.,
but noton the grounds that innocent
men werepunished, for this is some-
thing that an IRA man could not
object to.
Rather, he objected because En-
gland declared that its actions were
in accordance with justice, and that
only those who deserved to.be pun-
ished were. The horror of such a
system, the disgust and haired for it,
were well conveyed in Baggitt's
reading, bringing the feelings of
oppression and injustice to Iife,con-
veying them well to the audience.
The performance was drawn to a
conclusion by a series of mono-
logues written by Baggiu and Jesse
Roberts, with one read by each of
the cast members. The monologues
restated the hardships suffered by
Irish men and women-their
Life and Love in the 1990s: - . •
"Reality Bites" is a movie whose t!!~~O!:~~~~!th~~r~on~!~,~~~
movie theater, where Reality Bites from buymg an apartment to trying isthoroughly ignored-by her boss at Melina's MTV-ish exec boyfriend
BY CARLISCHULTZ lives as the latest incarnation of the to gct/hold onto a Job, to lrymg:o hertclevision station internship. One complicate the scenario.
A& E Edi,or post_adolescence-commg-of-age find themselves to att,em~tIng 0 f the movie's centerpieces is Manyofthecharacters have good
h today find love Ongmal rsn tit. 0 • - h as theStill thirsting for 90s cinema? plot theme on t e screens. ., h . Melina's growing-but-denied at- lines, and some scenes, sue
S . W· R der Ethan On the whole, t e movie was r f fri ds dancing in aLooking for life after Singles? Is tarrmg mona Y , .. A al the charac- traction to Troy, who is played by foursome 0 nen _ .
MTV's The Real World now in re- Hawke and Janeane Garofalo, Re- entertammg. s usuai, f b Hawke conveniencestorewhdebuymggro-
run cycle leaving you' hungering ality Bites brings us into the world ters each ha~ ~eIr 0;;~~~'s~~:: Troy:s inability to hold down a ceries as only oddball young post-
for more hip politically correct en- of a group of. friends testing th~ lem~ ~:I~~a:s~~~ti~g ~documen- job (he got fired from over ten of college kiddies can do, arc faruas-
tertainment? Look no further than a waters of real life for the first ume; acte~~~!::~~~R~A~L~IAE~-::!R~U~S~S~I~A=---:--~E~N~G~L~-A~·-~N~D11tIc.. ...
:r= rf1 Thernam problem With this movie
..t g is it is SO P.e. you could drown in~ Global Internship 1; it. We watch Melina's roommate
~ worry about getting AIDS, getting
and Language a test for AIDS. and celebrating herc;j negative results. This serves as a
P IDS ::: sad commentary on life today whererogra. ~ a test [or a life threatening disease
isalmost a rite of passage.
4 =i Of course, one of the characters: / . _.' _.>. ~_ ~ ends up coming out of the closet. -< and the two friends who constantlyZ argue and complain while wrapped~ up in their increasing attraction for
'" each other end up together, then
unable to live together, and finally
not being able to survive without
each other.
The young-uns are either misun-
derstood by their divorced and re-
married parents. or their parents arc
both dead leaving them alone in the
world to forge their own brave path.
We have seen it all before. Thc
actors do pUlan convincing perfor.
mances, and well, you know ... I
mean, Winona is in il, so all the
lovesick Winona fans can go la-
ment the fact she is dating David
Pirner (think she can get him to
wash his hair?). The movie, with all
its good lines and philosophies, is
almost worth going to sec, but in
reality, the title speaks the truth-it
bites.
2 'nity Formal. 9 p.m. to . m.
~urday night in the Loft. Spon red
p)\JMOJA.
/)6 S)iId~-19· i1u~
ctioli,Co _.. t.if._~g ~th~~ePas _
he~t;ie to ••-u~,Jbe Fut-re
ed by SAC, Alumni Office, OCI
Jam Saturday. 12 p.m. tofr .
Saturday on Larrabee Green. Spp ored
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
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UNIVERSITY
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Sports
1M Update:
B-Ball easily tops Branja
in women's hoops action
In women's hoop action this
week, B-Ball was an easy winner
over Branja47-2I. B-Ball's Laura
Pearl led all scorers with 16 points,
while teammate Emily Hofline had
12 points on the nigh I. Kara
Chicheui was the high scorer for
the losers with seven points.
In the week's only other contest,
Branja squeaked by a depleted
WWA squad 38--34. WWA, play-
ing with only three players (Leah
Bower, Meghan Clay and Chris
Weilhoefer), managed to keep the
game close, bul Branja's Chichetti
proved to be to much in the end.
Chichetti was outstanding from the
field, hitting for a game high18
points. Bower was the high scorer
for the losers with 14 points, while
teammates Clay and Weilhoefer had
12 points and eight points respec-
tively.
In men's floor hockey action this
week, WidphiJips easily defeated
Shave Your As' by a score of 15--6.
WidphiJips' Ray Flynn had six goals
teammate Ted Heintz added four
goals and three assists. Justin Troy
had three goals for the losers.
Widphilips made it 2~ on the
week as they thrashed the Brandford
Bruins 14-2. Joe Magiera led the
way for Widphilips with five goals
and four assists. Magiera's team-
mates Flynn, Sal Sigleski and Dave
Santesanio each had three goals on
the night. Sean Burke and Eric
Sicard each had a goal for the Bru-
ins.
Goldman's Squad had nnre
trouble with Monistat-7, defeating
the struggling team 9-3. Brian Hill
(five goals, two assists) and Chris
Doherty (four goals, three assists)
were responsible for all nine of
Goldman's goals. Brian Sena, Pita
Chickering and Mark Slidell each
had a goal for the losers.
Things were not so easy for
Goldman's later in the week as they
were only able to muster a 6--6 tie
against a tough Triple-X squad.
Goldman's John Clarke and
Shave Your As'. Harles recorded a
hat nick, while teammates Alex
Seabolt and Matt Schupak each
added a goal. Nathan Heard and
Andrew Watson each had a goal for
the losers.
In A-league hoop action, French
Lick recorded an 80--68 win over
the Doormats. French Lick's Derek
McNeilledall scorers with 28 points
teammate Pete Everett recorded 27
points on the night. Booth Keeney
was the high scorer for the losers
with 22 points.
In the only other games played
this week. the Burroughs defeated
the Blunts 77--68, and French Lick
defeated Don't Fake The Funk 62-
34. '
'This information was compiled
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This winter, Barron, Hansen, and Stuart lead
large field of exceptional Conn College athletes
enth at the New England nior Sara Shaughnessy's record
Championships, Jen Carnes and 194,25 points in the one meter dive
Emily Anderson rounded out the against Brandeis will be a tough
team. one to beat.
Senior teammate Carol Fishbone
established the standard to beat in
the three meter dive with a total of
188 points.
-
Continued/rom p.16
recordinthe400 meters. Afterquali-
fying for the All-New Englands,
Faison ran his two laps in 50.9 sec-
onds, placing twelfth and nearly
qua!ifyingfortheNCAAmeethim-
self.
for good reason.
Stuart broke two records this win-
ter. Shenelled221 fieldgoals, break-
ing the old record by 22, and set a
new mark for points in a season
with 492, smashing the old record
of469.
Women's Squash:
On the last weekend of the year,
at theHowe Cup at Yale, seniortri-
captainKristen Hansen won ca-
reer match number 51, breaking
RobinWallace's twoyearold record
of 50.
The win was one of many that
helped Hansen's team to a ranking
of number ten in the nation.
Men's Basketball:
The men's basketball team had
two players break the same
record.
Both senior captain Tom Satran
and sophomore transfer Tom
Sam pogna poured in48 three point-
ers to break Mike Pennella's three
year old record for most shots in a
season from behind the arc.
Women's Basketball:
Much has been said about senior
co-captain C..J. Stuart's season and
Men's Swimming:
Toby EfTeren seta school record
in the 1000 meter freestyle with a
Sports
time of 11:32.92. At the New En-
gland Championships, teammate
Ned Owens broke Alex
Carayannopoulos' record in the 100
meter freestyle with a time of 49.42
seconds.
Women's Swimming:
Freshman Kristen Krunkle
broke the 1650 meter freestyle
record twice this winter. Early in
the year she completed the race in
19:23.28 and at the New England
Championships she did it in
19 :09 .29 .Another freshman,
Tammy Brant, set a new school
mark for the 200 meter backstroke
with a time of2:19.20.
Both Brantand Krunkle were part
of the relay team that set the 800
meter freestyle relay record with a
time of 8:24.28 and finished elev-
Schmoozing with Josh and the Donut:
Special pull-out sections best
used for personal hygiene
The professional hockey season
is winding down and the playoff
picture is beginning to take shape.
Schmoozing is quite surprised to
see two recent expansion teams in
the hunt. Florida is tied with
'Philthy'delphia for eighth place in
the Eastern Conference. We have
already discussed John
Vanbiesbrook and his run at the
Vezina Trophy. Brian Skrudland,
ScottMellanby, and a crew of tough
defenders have given them achance (1) This column: You have let
Grimace and the Hamburglar wntetocompete. Perhaps even more sur-
prising, the San Jose Sharks are also a stupid article for almost a year.
in the hunt. Backed by Pat Falloon Well, we have finally realized
. f (2) The Special Pull-Out Sectio.n:and the Russian connecuon 0 that absolutely nobody wants to
th Sh ks This parlOfthepaper is really quite ) hMakahrovandLarinarov, e ar f '1 t enter a Sega tournament. a n
I· f 1 only if you run out o tone . edhavebrought the Cow Palace a rve, use u - Rudnick, the only applicant, play
Schmoozing also approves ofArturs paper. great against the computer and won
Irbe, as perhaps the most improved . uash bud- the coveted title. Given the success
goalie in the NHL. The most pa- (3) Articles about sq
• : • • • I. ,
Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?
thetic part about San Jose's success
is that they are ahead of a clearly
superior team, the Los Angeles
Kings. Barry Melrose has clearly
underachieved with [his talented
team. Maybe he should cut his hair
to stir the troops up. Schmoozing
predicts anoriginal six"Final Four."
Detroit will face Toronto m theWest
and the Rangers will face Boston in
the East.
Schmoozing feels that The Col-
lege Voice has avoided criticism
from this column. Here is our chance
to list the stupidest things about the
Voice:
BY JOSH LEVINE
AND
TEDDY HEINTZ
The College Voice
dies: We would rather see articles
about Andrew Goldman and Joel
Kress. the dumbest commissioners
in the land.
(4)Mark UWhitey" Lucey's envi-
ronmental lessons 0/ the week:
Along with his sidekick Pete
Esselman, this self-righteous, tree-
hugger has started his own weekly
column. Maybe we should give him
his own column, "Schmoozing with
Roots and Fruits."
(5) Dana "Ruin My College Ca-
reer" Rousmaniere' sCamel Heard
quotes: .
Anything that comes out his
mouth is not funny, under any CIr-
cumstances.
3.50 GPA and up=$1,000 Scholarship
3.75 GPA and up=$1,500 SCholarShntlPbased on need also available.
study abroad gra S
.' rs study abroad sites in
Syracuse University soonso Harare Zimbabwe
London, England •
Florence, Italy . Stra.bourg, France
Madrid, Spain
. . • Internships. Study for a semester, year or summer
SU credit. Reid trips(Traveling semlnaErs I' h end In host country language -
courses taught In ng IS
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2444170
_ AD.119 EuclidAvenue,syracuse, NewVorl< 13
DIVISION-OFINTERNATIONALPROORA~~~~~3472. 315443-3471
Women's Diving:
This relatively new sport already
has two high marks to aim for. Se-
Sean Fine/The College Voice
Senior women's basketball co-captain CJ. Stuart was one of the many
school record breakers during the winter season. She smashed the records
for both field goals and points in a single season.
ise to be better next week.of this tournament, we should act
smart and never try anything like
this again. However, we will spon-
sor a wiflleball tournament in the
spring. The wiflleball stadium is
located between J.A. and Harkness.
All interested parties should speak
to the Hamburglar or Grimace.
SPORTS MOVIE TRIVIA
QUESTION ..
What was the name of Jim
Belushi's softball team in "About
Last Night?"
Schmoozing apologizes for the
brevity of the week's column. The
inebriated state of the-writers con-
tributed to this situation. We prom-
This weeks winner gets an
evening in Skip Miller's room with
Dan, Glen, Ray, Josh, Sasha, Skip,
and Josh.
weNI91.1
TURN IT Up!
MYSTIC'S
NAVY STORE
-
-
'* ARMY• Camping, Hiking, and Rock Climbing Supplies
• Backpacks, Rucksacks, Duffle Bags, Daypacks, Cargo Bags
• Hats, Hammocks, Flags, Patches, Compasses, WhlStl~S
• Belts. Bandanas, Berets, Boots, Boomerangs, & more.
Durable quality clothing at prices that jusr make sense.
Mon. -Sat'. 9-6, Sun, 11-6 Fax service available 536-3877
Downtown Mystic 536-1877
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Men's lacrosse team gears up for spring season
Aims to match last year's ECAC semi-final appearance; solid cor; ;:/u:: f~o::e~~~~~;~s!.ad
continue 10establish themselves as key ingredients fro led b Ynior Despite the lack of experience,
one of the top programs in New squad. ThlsB
g
r:'6n:OIl :h: was Shieldsfeelsthathehasasolidbase
England. Skeptics might feel as c";,,,:,,~ ~ NI-Ne~ England for this unit in Tully McColgan and
though it is going to be difficult to se ect . .0 . d i Vin Farrel both of whom played
. lasses learn his JUnior season, an JUnior •
replaceone of the best seruorc . P h ded last key minutes late in lastseason. Also. . fC I but Darnien De eter ,w 0 en . H hI
10 the history 0 onn acrosse, . th . the expected tohelpout ISHunter 0 t,
Coach Fran Shields feels il is a se~on ranked 10 e top ten 10 who transfered from the highly re-
.. for thi to h e a nauon 10 sconng. f
realistic goal lor ISlearn av The solid midfield also gets key garded program at The College 0
wmmng record and reach theECAC .. f ., Mark Wooster This inexpenenced urut rs. contributions rom JUnior . .
playoffs fora ftfthconsccutlveyear. . tl key being guided by third-yearass1stant
The 1994edition is led by a strong ~oon~r ;h~ c~ns:~~ s~.:~n The Eric Filler' both he and Shields feel
midfield which returns most of the ~=d ~o~; o~smrdfielders co~sists this group'should be succesful be-
of juniors Roy Dunworth, Scott causeoftheirexcellentathleticabil-
Thorpe and Pete Marston. Fresh- ity. .
man Chris Capone is also expected The attack IS led by sophmore
to make an impact on this deep Andrew Margie. who sco:ed at a
torrid pace last season despite play-~~. . . .
The defensive unit is anchored by 109 In the shadow of All-Amencan
co-captain Tom Hunder who will Matt Shea. This unit ~so.recleves
see most of the action as he begins solid support from junior Sam
his second campaign as Conn's Nichols, who finished last season
netminder. Last season Hudner so- with 14 goals. Alex Seabolt, Ben
lidified himself as a top goaltender Smith and freshman Doug Lange
in New England, compiling an im- round out this group of attackmcn.
pressive .616 save percentage. This young group IS under the
Hudner is expected to lead the way watchful eye of Torn Ryan.aformer
for a defensive team that lost three Bowdoin player who is In hIS first
Spring sports preview:
Sailing teams aim for nationals
BY Eo METZENIlOIlF
M.fOCiale Spares Edilrx
'The Connecticut College men's
lacrossetearn finished the 1993sea-
son with an impressive 10-3 record.
One of last seasons highlights was
Conn's first-ever win over
Bowdoin. Despite a dissapointing
loss 10 Middlebury in the ECAC
semi-finals, the Camels look to both
continue their receOl success and
BY SEAN HANLON
Sports Editor\
At the end of the fall season. the
co-ed. women end tresbmen ssiling
learns qualified for the Atlantic
CoastChampionships,aprestigious
face just one step down from Na-
tionals. The women's squad faired
the best, placing second in its meet
atSt. Mary's in Maryland, but more
importantly than placing was the
fact that Conn once again asserted.
itself as one of the premier sailing
schools in the nation.
This spring, as the Thames thaws
from a horrid winter of snow and
ice, the Camels look to tack their
way to the national prominence they
are used to having. Conn is one of
the few schools that can boast of
four very strong teams, all of whom
will compete for a position in the
national championships; a sched-
ule full of weekend regattas will
prepare them for that task.
The squad features some new
faces this spring; there are only
seven seniors on the 35 person ros-
ter, Iunior Rob Erda and sopho-
more Seth Wilkinson are the team's
captains and sophomore Alex Gross
is the assistant captain. Freshman
Ken Tyson is the new team public
relations officer.
The women hope to keep some of
their momentum from the fall sea-
son. Skippers Tracy Hayley, Meg
Gaillard and Ann Renzy should lead
the squad.
"We are looking to improve
through consistency at the weekend
races," said Wilkinson. "We're hop-
ing to regain our-top ten status in the
a..
File photo/The College Voice
Senior co-captain Bobby Drjscoti will lead this year's team.
national rankings."
The Camels willfinally get to test
the winds this Monday and will put
their aspirations to a real test during
spring break in their first regatta of
the season at the Navel Academy at
Annapolis.
But the squad believes that suc-
cess will only result from day to day
hard work.
Tomaintain a high national rank-
ing, Tyson says that coach Ieff
Bresnahan has imposed a "more
season as an assistant under Shields.
Conn will begin its season on
March 19 at the Drew University
Invitational. Afterwards, the team
will travel to sunny Orlando to be-
gin its outdoor preparation for the
long season. While in Florida the
squad will compete in three exhibi-
tion games against Wittenburg, St.
Lawerence and Union Colleges.
Shortly after returning to Conn, the
Camels will open its regular season
with Springfield College.
This year all of the NESCAC
teams will have an opportunity to
compete in the NCAA Champion-
ships forthe first lime in the league's
history.
Shields believes that it will be
almostimpossibleforanyNESCAC
team to gain access into the eight
team field because of their lack of
national exposure. Despite this, the
conference remains a difficult
league which means Conn will have
to play well to have a succesful
season and gain a bid to the ECAC
playoffs.
rigorous and focused approach dur-
ing daily practice sessions, "to which
the team has responded positively.
The focus and determination are
evident in the voices of the Camel
mariners, who speak almost single-
mindedly about the Nationals. "Ev-
eryone is on the same page this
season," Wilkinson said. "We want
to definitely be more focused in
terms of team goals. We've been a
strong team in the past and we want
to keep that up."
Winter record breakers
set high standards
BY SEAN HANLON
Sports Editor
The nickname "The Camels" was
chosen by themen's basketball team
in 1969, the school's first academic
yearasaCO-edinstitution. Thecamel
was chosen for its fortitude, inde-
pendence and durability, attributes
to which the team claimed it could
relate. But it has always been a
paradox that the Camel, native to
the steamy desens of northern Af-
rica and the Middle-East has repre-
sented an out-of-the-way college in
New London, a primarily windy,
sleety, dreary winter town. For a
Camel to survive here would be the
ultimate paradox.
This winter, several fighting Cam-
els did more than just survive--
they thrived. During a season that'
produced no post-season berths,
these athletes brought a little warmth
to the venues in which they com-
peted. They are this season's record
setters and they are numerous.
Men's Indoor Track and Field:
All season long, senior co-cap-
LainDave Barron set and re-set his
own record in the 35 pound weight
throw. He became the first Camel to
win the New England Division III
meet and hedid it with a throw of 58
feet, one and 3/4 inches. Only a
week later, he placed second in the
All-Division New England Cham-
pionships with a throw of 59 feet,
six and 3/4 inches, a new record.
Barron has qualified for the NCAA
meet next weekend at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin - ash Kosh.
Ed Faison, ajunior transfer from
Dickinson, set the men's indoor
See This, p.15
